VOTING EVENT
ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
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Amazing event, lovely to see the community come together
Brilliant concept, well planned and definitely well executed
Brilliant, so good to see it come back to the community
Brilliantly organised community event, met people, learnt about community events and
projects
It was fantastic to get together and make things happen
Needed music or entertainment during the break
Very efficiently run - great to have free food
Well organised and great that this kind of thing exists - well done!
Well organised event - great food! Obvious the amount of thought and planning gone into
organising it
What a brilliant idea to open this up to the community ad giving people a voice! Very well
organised and good idea to put food on too

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE REGISTRATION
PROCESS?
How would you rate the registration process?
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Easy and quick
Easy to register
Hand out forms for voting during registration
I didn't find out about it - got tickets through someone else
Not everyone can be online
Not well publicised
Simple and easy
Simple, clear, accessible
Some people I spoke to had not been aware of the event/need to register, advertise more
widely, particularly to people not on Facebook
Well done!

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE OVERALL
QUALITY OF THE APPLICANTS?
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All deserved funding - next year an overall bigger pot?
Difficult to choose
Diverse, benefits variety of interests and needs in our community
Good to see so many inspiring people seeking to raise the profile of Levy
Hard to compare big and small bids
Liked he concept of the three minute pitch
More diversity by bigger marketing of fund and time to enter
There did seem to be quite a discrepancy between bids for genuine community centred
ideas and bids essentially for business maintenance
Very hard to choose
Very impressed!
Was really impressed by applicants and so excited to hear so many ideas I'd love to be
happen in Levy

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE VOTING
PROCESS?
Very good

Good

OK
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It was simple, easy to follow and quick!
Might be good to have a Q&A with them all
No online voting so less than 0.5%
Simple and really quick!
Very quick but spare ballot papers left lying around
Very simple and easy

Poor

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS WOULD YOU MAKE/OTHER COMMENTS?

































Alternative funding opportunities for unsuccessful groups
Amazing result , great to see so many great projects funded
Consider opportunities/post its on local groups could share resources - i.e. knitting space
could use local café space
Count in/out voting forms - hand to people during registration
Emphasise where the money is from, maybe breakdown small/large categories
Get local pitches to show/try examples as well
Great event, well done
Great event, well presented while still feeling informal/accessible and friendly
Great for the community - a bit too long to wait from casting vote to winner announcement
Hand out ballot papers as people sign in
I'd like to see a full list of all bids submitted
It was great to come together and be actively involved in decisions re the community in a
grass roots direct way
It's good everyone got something but should be more competitive next time
Lovely food thanks
Made me proud to live in Levenshulme and the amazing vision of people in and of this
community
More publicity/more transparency/more bidders shortlisted
Needs more publicity
Open Q&A session so I could hear questions from other people might give me a perspective
I had not thought of and help me in my decision making
Overall good event with collective community engagement/spirit
Provide advice on pitch
Q&A session instead of time to approach applicants separately
Say how and where the money has come from
Tally system could be quicker for counting
Tea and coffee
THANK YOU!
The time between voting and counting should be quicker
This event has the potential to make a real difference to Levenshulme and to change the
lives of those bidding. The spinoff benefit is the networking done/ideas swapped/contacts
made
To give the community a voice to vote in something like this is so important and should en
encouraged in future
What a generous event - so great that all of the projects were funded! I hope the winners
collaborate…
Would have expected to have a 5 for 5.30pm start - I felt rushed

WOULD YOU ATTEND ANOTHER EVENT LIKE
THIS?
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